Introduction
AII olxcrvational progratn to obtain radar ranging data to the planet Mercury using the Deep Space Network's 70-m antenna at Goldstone, CA, has been underway since 1987.
!l'hcm observations at Goldstone have utilized the same basic data acquisition hardware and software throughout this period, and have been reduced with a single set of data analysis software . The purpose of this short note is to document these ranges. A longer paper is in preparation which describes the details and difficulties of the data acquisition and analysis, as well as the geophysical implications of the topography and images of Mercury's equatorial zone.
Observations
Discussions of data used in the planetary cphcmcridcs have been previously published (Standish, 1990; Standish ct al., 1992) . Those data include Mercury radar ranging from 1966 to 1974. These ncw data have almost nothing in common with the Mercury radar data incorporated in these previous ephemerides, except that some of the data were taken from roughly the same location in the Mojave desert using an antenna which evolved into the present observatory.
The data below arc round-trip delays from Goldstonc to the sub-radar point on Mercury, with the epoch of the time tag being the time the echoes were rcccivcd at Goldstone. No corrections of any sort have been applied to these data, including no attempt to model the propagation delay duc to the interplanetary plasma. -405 --19870708 19870711 19870712 19870718 19870720 19880610 19880626 19880627 19880629 19890430 19890522 19900425 19900518 19900807 19900912 19900921 19910907 19911207 19911208 19920216 19920324 19920325 19920414 19930224 19930403 19930412 19930414 19930417 19930719 19930725 19930726 19930727 19940115 19940125 19940207 19940306 19940311 19940614 19940616 19940711 19940722 19941010 19941011 19941016 19941108 19950224 19950524 18:20 19950605 19950627 19950703 19950921 19950930 19951007 19951020 19951101 19960203 19960206 19960222 19960225 19960227 19960331 19960415 19960421 19960427 19960503 19960514 19960527 19960626 19960923 19961009 19970415 19970420 19970423 19970425 19970427 19970505 19970528 19970718 19970810 feature noise in the estimate, however, the last column gives a measured error ratio that call bc USCC1 to apply a realistic correction to the previous column. In general, the higher the signal power to thermal noise power and the more comp]cx the topography, the larger the corcction will bc. The adjusted sigma will normally not bc smaller than the product of the last two column entries, and it will normally bc greater if the topography near the sub-radar point, is complicated or sloping. In some cases, the sub-radar point, was sufficinctly complex that the automated program failed to find a reasonable range. In such cases, wc measured the range by a human examining the data and attached an adjusted sigma that bounded our uncertainty.
